**Abstract**—E-learning techniques are usually classified into two broad categories: synchronous and asynchronous. The core question of this research is how to combine synchronous and asynchronous techniques in e-learning software, so it can have a stronger connection with constructivist education. The benefits and drawbacks of existing e-learning software is looked at broadly. Three popular e-learning packages used at the Australian National University are investigated: Adobe Connect (synchronous), Moodle and edX (asynchronous). The results of a brief survey of edX students is reported. Using the results of this work a team of students at the ANU Research School of Computer Science is now implementing enhanced asynchronous software to be plugged into Moodle and other asynchronous e-learning packages.
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I. INTRODUCTION

E-learning involves computers and networks, but also learning activities. The MOOC (Massive Open On-line Course) is popularizing e-learning, with the promise of affordable education for everyone around the world. This term was created in 2008 by Dave Cormier and Bryan Alexander [1]. MOOC development has been rapid; edX having started in May 2012 and after only two years had 2.3 million students [2]. This illustrates e-learning has great potential, but the nature of edX MOOCs and that of the other major providers, are of a far more narrow view of education that envisioned by Cormier and Alexander. This paper explores how to broaden that vision.

While e-learning, particularly MOOCs, appear virtual, they are primarily produced by real universities with campuses and face-to-face education facilities. As an example, the Australian National University (ANU) have an online Learning Management System (LMS) named Wattle, for instructors and students to interact. Such a system can be used for pure e-learning, but is more usually used for a hybrid format, blending traditional face-to-face learning and online asynchronous learning. In addition e-learning can use web-conferencing software, such as Adobe Connect for real-time, so called “synchronous” communication [3] [4].

II. SYNCHRONOUS AND ASYNCHRONOUS TECHNIQUES

E-learning techniques are usually classified into two broad categories: synchronous and asynchronous. However, the use of these terms by educational theorists exclusively refer to e-learning, ignores their role in the traditional face-to-face classroom and assumes they are immutable [5]. This work looks at how synchronous and asynchronous techniques are used, with a view to developing e-learning tools which support both modes seamlessly.

A. Learning Interactions

Soo and Bonk divided learning activities into four interactions: Learner-Learner, Learner-Instructor, Learner-Content and Learner-Self [6]. Hein pointed out “Learning is intimately associated with our connection with other human beings” [15]. LMS and MOOCs allow for collaboration and communication, but not necessarily in a way which enhances learning. As an example, Vygotsky pointed out that helping students find peers who at a suitable level can significantly improve the quality of collaboration [7].

B. Limitations of Synchronous Software

Adobe Connect provides synchronous video and voice. A “status” function is provided for students to indicate they need attention, agree, need to “step away” or are having difficulty with the sound. This and other features such as “Question and Answer” allows an on-line simulation of a classroom lecture. Students find this synchronous mode provides good communication with their instructor [3]. However, systems such as Adobe Connect are limited to synchronous communication. After a real time session, students can, at best, use the system to replay a recording, they cannot use the synchronous system for asynchronous communication with fellow students or the instructor.

Cappiccie and Desrosiers designed an experiment which used Adobe Connect to for an online course [3]. Survey results
showed that students found the video “face to face” contact appealing, however there were technical connectivity problems. Also, the synchronous mode of Adobe Connect requires all the participants to be on-line at same time. This would exclude some students from participating, presumably those students would have a less positive opinion of the software but it is not clear if they were included in Cappiccie and Desrosiers’ survey.

Ellingson and Notbohm suggest that due to bandwidth constraints, the webinar class size should limited to 20 distance students [8]. Obviously this would not be sufficient for MOOCs with thousands of students.

C. Asynchronous Software

A synchronous system, such as Adobe Connect, is commonly used alongside, or embedded in, an asynchronous LMS, such as Moodle. The interaction between instructors and learners can extend beyond lectures, with the features of the two systems complementing each other. Asynchronous e-learning software (such as Moodle) can overcome some of the technical and logistical constraints of synchronous tools, as all students do not need to be on-line at the same time.

Asynchronous communication can overcome the problem of users in different time zones, where it can be difficult to find a time to schedule a lesson for all students. Also students with a first language other than that of instruction can have more time to listen, read (and re-read) material and prepare replies, without the pressure of a real-time forum. Asynchronous mode can also be more easily provided for learner-learner interaction, which need not be confined to on-line. Coughlan reports that groups study “learning hubs” have been held by the MOOC students and these increase the typical completion rate of MOOCs from 5%-10% up to 30%-100% [11].

III. BRIEF STUDY OF MOODLE AND OPEN EDX

Two e-learning tools used at the Australian National University (ANU) were briefly examined for features. The e-learning software tools studied were:

- **Moodle**: A typical LMS which provides primarily asynchronous features, Moodle is provided at the Australian National University (ANU) as part of its Wattle (Web Access to Teaching and Learning Environments) system. An asynchronous package (previously Adobe Connect and later changed to Blackboard Collaborate) is also used as part of what is called ANU’s Wattle e-learning system.

- **edX**: One of the major global MOOC systems, edX was created by MIT and Harvard University [9]. ANU is a member of edX and uses it for free and low cost courses to the public.

A. A Brief Survey of EdX Use at ANU

Moodle is likely to be reasonably familiar to the reader, but the detail of edX and its “Open edX” software less so. The course “Engaging India” was launched by Dr. Peter Friedlander and Dr. McComas Taylor at ANU, 29 April 2014 as a 10 week edX course. It offers “an overview of contemporary India and explores its role as one of the dominant economic and military powers of Asia” [10]. The course uses collaborative learning, peer grading and instructor based assessment.

With approval of the Engaging India development team at ANU (and ethics clearance) a short survey was designed to investigate the study habits of the students and their opinions of edX. The survey was released to students 1 July 2014 and 66 responses were received over 10 days. From the survey results, 54% students believe they can have enough communication in edX courses.

![Fig. 1. Do you agree students have enough communication with each other in edX?](image)

The Open edX software has a less mature and extensive suite of functions than current LMS, such as Moodle, due in part to their more recent development and also more specialized requirements for high student volumes with less instructor interaction. However, most students in the survey (72%) agree edX courses are guiding and mentoring them, not just presenting knowledge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Sure</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Sure</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
While students are positive towards edX, there are some drawbacks identified in the literature. The first question is what kind of interaction edX lecture recordings are supplying to participants? EdX provides video recordings, but these do not have all the features of a face-to-face lecture, or a real-time webinar. Learners cannot ask a question or for clarification of a pre-recorded video, only through the discussion boards provided.

IV. CAN E-LEARNING PROVIDE A QUALITY EDUCATION?

A. EdX

Instructors can interact with learners via the edX discussion board, or with new video recordings. As an example, the ANU Engaging India edX course provided a weekly video review of student's learning activities, not simply giving students knowledge.

B. Soft Skills

A priority for vocationally orientated higher education are so-called “soft skills”, such as communication and managing people and it may not seem apparent how these can be gained through a MOOC. Self-reflection has been suggested as a useful for learning soft skills [18]. Soo and Bonk state “One's work may not occur instantly. Some people will deliberately put aside stuff they have written and go back to it some weeks or months later, with a fresh perspective developed in the intervening period.” [6].

Synchronous tools, such as Adobe Connect, provides some features for student to reflect, such as the “Note” function. The edX survey indicates that just under half, 48%, or respondents take notes while watching lecture recordings. Asynchronous tools, such as Moodle allows learners link their own blog to Moodle platform. Also the Mahara e-portfolio platform is commonly deployed alongside Moodle for deeper reflection.

C. Features of the Different Products

The Open edX and Moodle tools share many features, being primarily asynchronous, whereas Adobe Connect being synchronous has a different feature set. Most course offerings from educational institutions will have an asynchronous base, that is the learner will be assumed to engage with the course in several segments over time. The synchronous tool will therefore normally be embedded in a synchronous LMS.

V. A BETTER WEBINAR TOOL FOR TEACHING

As has been seen, an synchronous software tool, such as Adobe Connect, can be used with an asynchronous LMS, such as Moodle. However, the level of integration of the tools is limited. As an example, there is limited scope for either instructor, or peer based, assessment within Adobe Connect. To address this, a project “Better Webinar Tool For Teaching” was created in 2015 [19]. The aim is to produce an on-line tool to seamlessly support both asynchronous and synchronous modes of communication for e-learning, by providing a time-shifting function, similar to that of a Personal Video Recorder. It is also hoped that the same tool can be used for small courses (typically with 25 students) and for MOOCs (with hundreds of thousands of students) by relaxing some of the technical constraints on synchronous software. A team of third and fourth year software engineering students are working on the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Do you agree teachers in edX are guiding and mentoring student's learning activities, not simply giving students knowledge?
VI. CONCLUSION

This work looked at some aspects of how e-learning tools are used, and particularly the difference between synchronous and asynchronous techniques. Some results of a brief survey of student experiences in the Australian National University edX course “Engaging India” are presented. A project commenced at ANU to add synchronous functionality to Moodle was introduced.
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